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The results of an analysis of the invariant mass spectra of photon pairs produced in dC, pC and
dCu interactions at momenta of 2.75, 5.5 and 3.83 GeV/c per nucleon respectively, are presented.
Signals in the form of enhanced structures at invariant masses of about 17 and 38 MeV/c2 are
observed. The results of testing of the observed signals, including the results of the Monte Carlo
simulation are presented. The test results support the conclusion that the observed signals are the
consequence of detection of the particles with masses of about 17 and 38 MeV/c2 decaying into a
pair of photons.

Ïðåäñòàâëåíû ðåçóëüòàòû àíàëèçà ñïåêòðîâ èíâàðèàíòíûõ ìàññ ïàð ôîòîíîâ, îáðàçóåìûõ â
dC-, pC- è dCu-âçàèìîäåéñòâèÿõ ïðè èìïóëüñàõ 2,75, 5,5 è 3,83 ÃýÂ/c íà íóêëîí ñîîòâåò-
ñòâåííî. Íàáëþäàþòñÿ ïðåâûøåíèÿ â âèäå ñòðóêòóð ïðè èíâàðèàíòíûõ ìàññàõ îêîëî 17 è
38 ÌýÂ/c2. Ïðèâåäåíû ðåçóëüòàòû ïðîâåðêè íàáëþäàåìûõ ñèãíàëîâ, â òîì ÷èñëå ðåçóëüòàòû
ìîäåëèðîâàíèÿ ïî ìåòîäó Ìîíòå-Êàðëî. Ðåçóëüòàòû ïðîâåðêè ïîäòâåðæäàþò âûâîä î òîì,
÷òî íàáëþäàåìûå ñèãíàëû ÿâëÿþòñÿ ñëåäñòâèåì ðåãèñòðàöèè ÷àñòèö ñ ìàññàìè îêîëî 17 è 38
ÌýÂ/c2, ðàñïàäàþùèõñÿ íà ïàðó ôîòîíîâ.

I. INTRODUCTION

A series of experiments on the production of photon pairs in the interactions of protons,
deuterons and alpha particles with nuclei was carried out on the internal beams of the Nuclotron
at JINR. The experiments were performed on a multichannel two-arm gamma spectrometer of the
SPHERE setup (the PHOTON-2 setup). The results of the first analysis on the production of η
mesons (selection of photons from different arms of the spectrometer) have been published in [1].

At the suggestion of E. van Beveren and G. Rupp [2], the spectra of photon pairs in the region
of invariant masses around 38 MeV/c2 were analyzed in order to search for the E38 boson. The
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results of this analysis (photons from the same spectrometer arm) are published in [3].
In recent experiments in the Institute for Nuclear Research (ATOMKI) [4], an anomalous

correlation between the opening angles and the total energies of e+e− pairs was observed at the
invariant mass of the pairs of about 17 MeV/c2, which can be interpreted as the result of production
and decay of a light boson, called the X17 particle.

This anomaly is currently being widely discussed [5]. Various models are proposed that attempt
to describe the observed anomaly at 17 MeV/c2: the search for new physics (the fifth-force inter-
pretation) [6]; an axion [7]; resonant production mechanism [8]; calculations in frame of effective
field theories [9]; a model for different EM transitions and interferences [10]; calculations of parti-
cle masses in the open-string model in two-dimensional quantum chromodynamics and quantum
electrodynamics model [11, 12, 13] and in the flux tube model [14]; an attempt to find AU(1)’ so-
lution of the 17 MeV anomaly [15]. In particular, in [13] and in an earlier work [12], it is proposed
that a light quark and a light antiquark may be bound and confined by the QED interaction as a
neutral isoscalar boson at 17 and a neutral isovector boson at 38 MeV, with the QED qq̃ isoscalar
composite as a possible candidate for the X17 boson.

Besides this, in recent years, the possibility of the existence of a light scalar meson - lighter
than the known lightest hadron – π0-meson, has been actively discussed [3]. As noted in [16, 17],
the issue of scalar mesons has been the subject of vivid debate among the physical community for
a long time because their identification and explanation in terms of quarks and gluons is difficult,
see e.g.Refs.[18, 19, 20, 21] and references therein.

A first indication of the existence of a 38 MeV light scalar boson (henceforth referred to as the
E(38)) was reported in [2], where some evidence for the existence of a light scalar particle that most
probably couples exclusively to gluons and quarks is presented. Theoretical and phenomenological
arguments are presented to support the existence of a light scalar boson for confinement and quark-
pair creation. Previously observed interference effects allow to set a narrow window for the scalar’s
mass and also for its flavor-mass-dependent coupling to quarks.

Using data from a preliminary report [22] on the measurements presented in the present paper,
and a simple model for the collision of a deuteron or proton with a target nucleus, a very rough
estimate of the coupling constant of the E(38) boson to the light quarks was obtained in [23],
assuming that the E(38) boson is produced in a bremsstrahlung-like manner [24, 25, 26] and
decays only to two photons.

From the latest results, in particular, in [27], based on lattice simulations using highly improved
staggered quarks for twelve-flavor QCD with several bare fermion masses, a flavor-singlet scalar
state lighter than the pion in the correlators of fermionic interpolating operators is observed. The
same state is also investigated using correlators of gluonic interpolating operators. Combined with
their previous study, that showed twelve-flavor QCD to be consistent with being in the conformal
window, the authors of [27] infer that the lightness of the scalar state is due to infrared conformality.
This result shed some light on the possibility of a light composite Higgs boson (“technidilaton”)
in walking technicolor theories.

In view of the above many possibilities, it is of great to search for possible particles in this
region. A very good method to produce these anomalous particles is by relativistic nucleus-nucleus
collisions, including proton collisions because the anomalous particles will likely involve quarks and
antiquarks. The search effort can be readily facilitated by studying the diphoton decay products
of such particles, as it has been demonstrated with our previous work and apparatus on the
successful production and detection of π0 and η mesons. For this anomalous region, it is important
to confirm the observation of the X17 particle using very different techniques and apparatus. It is
furthermore important to know whether the X17, E38, and π0 can be observed by the same set
of apparatus. The simultaneous observation of the all three particles, places a severe constraint on
the construction of models for the anomalous particles and the nature of this region.

In our experiments, we measured both the energies and the coordinates of the photons and thus
measured the invariant mass of photon pairs. The collected statistics made it possible to obtain,
after the background subtraction, statistically significant signals in the range of invariant masses
both about 17 and about 38 MeV/c2.



II. EXPERIMENT

A. General layout

The data acquisition of production of neutral mesons and γ-quanta in interactions of protons
and light nuclei with nuclei has been carried out with internal beams of the JINR Nuclotron [1].
The experiments were conducted with internal proton beams at momentum 5.5 GeV/c incident on
a carbon target and with 2H, 4He beams and internal C-, Al-, Cu-, W-, Au-targets at momenta
from 1.7 to 3.8 GeV/c per nucleon. For the first analysis the data for the d(2.0A GeV) + C,
d(3.0A GeV)+Cu and p(4.6 GeV)+C reactions were selected. Some results on γγ pair production
in these reactions, for the effective mass region, Mγγ > 100 MeV/c2 (photons in pair from different
arms of the spectrometer) were reported in [1].

Typical proton and deuteron fluxes were about 108 and 109 per pulse respectively. The electro-
magnetic lead glass calorimeter PHOTON-2 was used to measure both the energies and emission
angles of photons. The experimental instrumentation is schematically represented in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: The schematic drawing of the experimental PHOTON-2 setup. The S1 and S2 are scin-
tillation counters.

The PHOTON-2 setup includes 32 γ-spectrometers of lead glass and scintillation counters S1
and S2 of 2× 15× 15 cm3 used in front of the lead glass for the charged particle detection [28].

The center of the front surfaces of the lead glass hodoscopes is located at 300 cm from the
target and at angles 25.6◦ and 28.5◦ with respect to the beam direction. This gives a solid angle
of 0.094 sr (0.047 sr for each arm). Some details of the construction and performance of the lead
glass hodoscope are given in Tabl.I. The internal target consists of carbon wires with the diameter
of 8 microns, or a copper wire with the diameter of 50 microns mounted in a rotatable frame. The
overall construction is located in the vacuum shell of the accelerator.

Before the experiment the energy calibration of the lead glass counters has been carried out
with 1.5 GeV/c per nucleon deuteron-beam at the JINR synchrophasotron [29]. The long-term gain
stability was continuously monitored for each of the lead glass modules with 32 NaI(Tl) crystals
doped with 241Am sources. Amplitude spectra from these sources in separate modules and spectra
in the same modules in the experiment are given in Appendix 1.



Number of lead glasses 32 TF-1, total weight 1422 kg
Module cross section r = 9 cm of insert circumference
Module length 35 cm, 14 R.L.
Spatial resolution 3.2 cm
Angular resolution 0.6◦

Energy resolution (3.9 /
√
E + 0.4)%, E [GeV]

Gain stability (1-2)%
Dynamic range 50 MeV - 6 GeV
Minimum ionizing signal 382 ± 4 MeV of the photon equivalent
Total area 0.848 m2

Table I: The basic parameters of the lead glass hodoscope.

The modules of the γ-spectrometer are assembled into two arms of 16 units. The modules in
each arm are divided into two groups of 8 units. The output signals of each group from 8 counters
are summed up linearly and sent to the inputs of four discriminators (Di). In these experiments
the discriminator thresholds were at the level of 0.4 GeV for the p + C and d + C reactions and
0.35 GeV for the d + Cu reaction. Triggering takes place when there is a coincidence of signals
from two or more groups from different arms:

(D1 +D2)× (D3 +D4) (1)

in the p + C and d + C experiments and with the additional requirement of anticoincidence with
the signals from the scintillation counters in the d+Cu experiment:

(D1 +D2)× (D3 +D4)× S1× S2. (2)

In realizing the trigger conditions the amplitudes of all 32 modules were recorded on a disc. The
dead time of data acquisition is about 150 µs per trigger. The duration of the irradiation cycle is
1 s.

The data presented were collected in experiments to study production of the η-meson, so a
coincidence of both arms of the spectrometer was required for triggering. At the request of [30]
we analyzed the recorded data for an excess above background of coincidences in a single arm of
the spectrometer. The requirement of coincidence of both arms reduced the detection efficiency for
this purpose, (to about 2 × 10−7), but due to the high collected statistics, (about 2 × 1012 d + C
interactions, 1011 p+C interactions, and 0.8× 1012 d+Cu interactions), it was possible to observe
a significant excess.

B. Event selection

Photons in the detector are recognized as isolated and confined clusters (an area of adjacent
modules with a signal above the threshold) in the electromagnetic calorimeter. The photon energy
is calculated from the energy of the cluster. Cluster characteristics were tested by comparison
with Monte-Carlo simulations of electron-photon showers in Cherenkov counters by means of the
program package EMCASR [31]. The results obtained earlier with extracted ion beams of the JINR
Synchrophasotron have demonstrated a good agreement between experimental and simulated data
[32]. Assuming that the photon originates from the target, its direction is determined from the
geometrical positions of constituent modules weighted with the corresponding energy deposit in
activated modules.

After an analysis of the individual modules (see Appendix 1) and exclusion of some modules
because of their poor performance, (6 modules in the left arm and one module in the right arm
of the spectrometer were excluded), the data were processed by an event reconstruction program
and were recorded on DST. As a result, about 0.3× 106 events were recorded under the following
condition: the number Nγ of detected photons in an event with energy Eγ > 50 MeV is Nγ ≥ 2,
such that there are 1 or more photons in each arm [1].



To search for a signal at the low effective masses we have analyzed photon pairs detected in
the same arm of the γ-spectrometer. Below are results of this analysis for photon pairs detected in
the Right arm of the γ-spectrometer (situated at an angle of 26◦, see Fig. 1).

The multiplicities of detected photons in the said arm at different energy selection levels in
the d+Cu experiment are shown in Fig.2.

Figure 2: Numbers of detected photons in the Right arm of the γ-spectrometer at a minimal energy
of photons of 50 MeV (left figure) and 150 MeV (right figure).

Totally, there are 1.7×105 and 0.9×105 events with two or more photons detected in the Right
arm, with a minimum energy of photons of 50 MeV and 150 MeV respectively.

The expected width of the signal is defined by the uncertainties in the measured photon
energies and in the opening angle of the photons. The errors of measured opening angles were
estimated from the analysis of simulated data, and are as follows: standard deviation, ∆Θ ≤ 0.9◦

(∆Θ ≃ 0.9◦ in cases where each photon triggers just one unit of the spectrometer, because the
coordinates of a photon hit are determined more accurately, when the photon triggers several
modules). The uncertainties ∆Eγ of measured values of photon energies were estimated by the
empirical formula for energy resolution averaged over the surface of the spectrometer [28, 29]:

∆Eγ/Eγ ≈ 0.068/
√

Eγ , (3)

where Eγ is in GeV.
Expected width ∆Mγγ of the effective mass of photon pairs were evaluated by the formula (for

the considered region of the opening angles (Θ ≤ 16◦) M ≈
√
E1E2 ·Θ):

(∆Mγγ/Mγγ)
2 = (∆Θ/Θ)2 + (

1

2
∆E1/E1)

2 + (
1

2
∆E2/E2)

2. (4)

To estimate ∆Mγγ we have built a distribution of calculated value of this quantity for the
photon pairs detected in the experiment, with an effective mass in the ranges of 16-18 and 36-
40 MeV/c2 (in the vicinities of the X17 and E(38) masses). The results at ∆Θ = 0 and at the
maximum value of ∆Θ = 0.9◦ for the range 36-40 MeV/c2 are shown in Fig. 3. Taking into account
the various configurations of clusters (containing 2 or 3 adjacent modules, when the uncertainties of
the measured values of the opening angles are less than 0.9◦) we have obtained the average values
of the width of the signals under the criteria (i)-(v) (see below, Fig. 4) and under the Criteria
(A) (Eγ > 50 MeV, 450 < E12 < 750 MeV [3]): ⟨∆Mγγ⟩ ≈ 3 MeV/c2 and ⟨∆Mγγ⟩ ≈ 5 MeV/c2

respectively.
In order to identify the signal from detected particles all photon pair combinations are used to

calculate the invariant mass in each event.
To see a possible structure of the invariant mass spectra, a background should be subtracted.

The so-called event mixing method was used to estimate the combinatorial background: a photon



Figure 3: Distributions of calculated value of ∆Mγγ for photon pairs selected from the Right arm
of the γ-spectrometer, under the Criteria (A), for the vicinity of the E(38) mass: 36 < Mγγ < 40
MeV/c2, at ∆Θ = 0 (left figure) and at the maximum value of ∆Θ = 0.9◦ (right figure).

in one event from a group of modules is combined with photon in other events from the same
group. In the mixing there are involved events in which there are two or more photons in the
group satisfying the selection criteria. This background was subtracted from the invariant mass
distributions (see bottom panels in Fig. 4).

C. Optimal conditions for X17

In order to study the region of small invariant masses, we processed the data obtained in groups
not participating in the trigger launch (thanks to the logical addition (see (1), (2)), there are such
groups in each event). To collect sufficient statistics, we processed the data obtained in several
experiments.

Figure 4 shows the invariant mass distributions of γγ pairs under the optimal conditions for
searching for a particle with a mass of 17 MeV/c2:

(i) the number of detected photons in the group, Nγ = 2;
(ii) the minimal energy of photons, EγMin = 40 MeV;
(iii) the sum of the energies of photons in a pair, E12 > 250 MeV (effective detection
of pairs at the setup geometry);
(iv) the ratio of the energies Eγ1/Eγ2 < 0.4 (suppresses systematic errors due to viola-
tion of the energy-momentum conservation laws at the event mixing);
(v) the opening angles of photons in a pair, Θγγ > 7o.

Figure 4 shows the sum of data for two groups that did not participate in the event triggering
(after logical addition). Thus, the energy in the specified group could be arbitrary (without the
influence of the discriminator thresholds).

The same as in Fig. 4, but after the normalization of the background by the number of pairs
in the nonresonant region of 22–32 MeV, are shown in Fig. 5.

The curve in Fig. 5 is the Gaussian approximation of the experimental points in the range (11;
32) MeV/c2:

dN

dMγγ
=

N0

σ ·
√
2π

· exp

(
−(Mγγ − xc)

2

2σ2

)
. (5)

The number of γγ pairs in the range of 12-22 MeV/c2 after the background subtraction in the
sum of three experiments is 924 ± 77. The values of the obtained fitting parameters in (5) are in
the pictures. The parameter N0 for the sum of the data obtained in the p+ C, d+ C and d+ Cu
experiments, is:



Figure 4: Invariant mass distributions of γγ pairs satisfying criteria (i)-(v) without (upper panels)
and with (bottom panels) the background subtraction obtained for the d + C, d + Cu and p + C
reactions. The backgrounds are normalized to the total pair numbers in the spectra.



Figure 5: The same as in Fig. 4, but after the backgrounds normalization by the numbers of pairs
in the range (22, 32) MeV/c2.



N0 = 856± 75.

Thus, the statistics in the observed structure about 17 MeV/c2 is more than 11 standard deviations.
Based on the changes of the signal position (xc parameter) in the different experiments (from 16.4
to 17.7 MeV/c2), we estimate the possible systematic errors to be no more than ±0.7 MeV/c2.

D. Gamma’s from the triggering Groups

In our recent works [3, 22] we reported the results of an analysis of the spectra of photon pairs
detected in the same arm of the spectrometer (the hodoscope including the above two groups). As
a result of this analysis, a statistically reliable signal was found at an invariant mass of about 38
MeV/c2. Below are the results of an analysis of photon pairs detected only in one group partici-
pating in the launch of the facility. Thus, the sum of photon energies in these events are influenced
by the discriminator thresholds (see expressions (1) and (2)). Figure 6 shows the invariant mass
distributions of γγ pairs under the following conditions:

(1) the number of detected photons in the group, Nγ = 2;
(2) the minimal energy of photons, EγMin = 20 MeV;
(3) the sum of the energies of photons in a pair, E12 > 600 MeV (taking into account
the discriminator thresholds);
(4) the ratio of the energies Eγ1/Eγ2 < 0.4 (suppresses systematic errors due to violation
of the energy-momentum conservation laws at the event mixing);
(5) the opening angles of photons in a pair, Θγγ > 7o.

III. CHECK OF THE OBSERVED PEAKS

Systematic errors may be due to uncertainty in measurements of γ energies and inaccuracy
in estimates of the combinatorial background. The method of energy reconstruction of events is
described in detail in Refs. [29, 32]. Possible overlapping effects were investigated previously for
the reaction with the higher masses of the colliding nuclei and at higher energies – in the reaction
of C + C at 4.5 GeV/c per nucleon [32]. It was found that the average displacement of the effective
masses of γγ-pairs in the reaction is only 6%. Thus, the influence of the overlap in the present
experiment is negligible.

A. Different minimal energies of photons

One way to check the signal is to change the minimal photon energy, which significantly changes
the background position. Fig. 7 shows the same spectra as in Fig. 4, but at different minimal photon
energies.

B. Gamma’s from different Groups. Signals from the π0-mesons

One of the criteria of accuracy of energy reconstruction is the conformity of the peak positions
corresponding to the known particle mass values. As was shown in [1] the position of peaks corre-
sponding to η- and π0-mesons in these experiments (at selection the photons from different arms
of the spectrometer) is in reasonable agreement with the table values of their masses.

For the simultaneous observation of signals from π0-mesons, it is necessary to select pairs from
different groups to provide a wider range of opening angles. With such a selection, systematic errors
in the background (obtained by the event mixing method) associated with thresholds on the sum
of energies in groups can arise (at least in one of the two groups, the sum of energies is higher than
the threshold). The thresholds can be taken into account via cuts of the sum of the energies of
photons in a pair. The Nγγ to the background ratio for photon pairs from different groups (Right
arm) is shown in Fig. 8.



Figure 6: Invariant mass distributions of γγ pairs satisfying criteria (1)-(5) without (upper panels)
and with (bottom panels) the background subtraction obtained for the d + C, d + Cu and p + C
reactions. The backgrounds are normalized to the total pair numbers in the spectra.



Figure 7: The same as in Fig. 4, but at different minimal energies of photons.



Figure 8: The Nγγ to the background ratio for photon pairs from different groups (Right arm) for
the d+Cu and p+C reactions (upper figures) and sum of these data at different scales.



IV. DATA SIMULATION

To simulate the d+Cu reaction we use a transport code. At high energies it is the Quark-Gluon
String Model (QGSM) [33] and at the energy of a few GeV the string dynamics is reduced to the
earlier developed Dubna Cascade Model (DCM) [34] with upgrade of elementary cross sections
involved [35].

The DCM divides the collision into three stages, well separated in time. During the initial
stage an intranuclear cascade develops, primary particles can scatter and secondary particles can
re-scatter several times prior to their absorption or escape from the nucleus. At the end of this
step the coalescence model is used to localize d, t, 3He, and 4He particles from nucleons found
inside spheres with well-defined radii in configuration space and momentum space. The emission of
cascade particles determines a particle-hole configuration, i.e., Z, A, and excitation energy that is
taken as the starting point for the second, pre-equilibrium stage of the reaction, described according
to the cascade exciton model [36]. Some pre-equilibrium particles may be emitted and this leads
to a lower excitation of the thermalized residual nuclei. In the third, final evaporation/fission stage
of the reaction, the de-excitation of the residue is described with the evaporation model. The
last two stages are important for triggering the events. All components contribute normally to
the final spectra of particles and light fragments; low-energy evaporated photons are not included
into subsequent analysis. For relativistic energies the cascade part of the DCM is replaced by the
refined cascade model, which is a version of the quark-gluon string model (QGSM) developed in
[37] and extended to intermediate energies in [38]. The description of the mean-field evolution is
simplified in the DCM in the sense that the shape of the scalar nuclear potential, defined by the
local Thomas-Fermi approximation, remains the same throughout the collision. Only the potential
depth changes in time, according to the number of knocked-out nucleons. This frozen mean-field
approximation allows us to take into account the nuclear binding energies and the Pauli exclusion
principle, as well as to estimate the excitation energy of the residual nucleus by counting the
excited particle-hole states. This approximation is usually considered to work particularly well for
hadron-nucleus collisions.

The following γ-decay channels are taken into account: the direct decays of π0, η, η′ hadrons
into two γ’s, ω → π0γ, ∆ → Nγ and the Dalitz decay of η → π+π−γ, η → γ + e+ + e− and
π0 → γ + e+ + e−, the η′ → ρ0 + γ, the Σ → Λ+ γ, the πN and NN -bremsstrahlung. One should
note that in accordance with the HADES data [39], the pn-bremsstrahlung turned out to be higher
by a factor of about 5 than a standard estimate and weakly depends on the energy. This finding,
being in agreement with the result of Ref.[40], allowed one to resolve the old DLS puzzle [41]. This
enhancement factor is included in our calculations. Tests of this model in detail are described in
Ref. [1].

A. Estimates of systematic errors in the combinatorial background

The results of processing the simulated data by the method which was applied to the exper-
imental data (i.e., the difference of the combinatorial spectrum and the background obtained by
the event mixing method, see Fig. 4) are shown in Fig. 9.

As seen from Fig. 9, there is no structure in the vicinity of the X17 and E(38) masses.
For a quantitative check of the signals, the result of processing the simulated data were com-

pared with the sum of the spectra (after the background subtraction), obtained in three experiments
(see Fig. 10). The right figure of Fig. 10 shows the most stringent verification of the signals: the
experimental data reduced to the simulated data, i.e. the accounts in the experimental data (in
the left figure) were multiplied by a factor equal to the ratio of the numbers of γγ pairs in the
range (22, 32) MeV/c2:

KN = NModel
γγ (22 < Mγγ < 32 MeV/c2) /NExper.

γγ (22 < Mγγ < 32 MeV/c2). (6)

As seen from the figure, the signal at an invariant mass of ∼17 MeV/c2 is statistically significant.
A more rigorous quantitative verification of the signal at ∼38 MeV/c2 was given in Ref. [3].

The ratio of experimental and simulated data is shown in Fig. 11. As seen from the figure, in
addition to the significant difference between the indicated spectra in the low-mass region (which



Figure 9: The result of processing the simulated data by the same method as experimental data,
for the d(3 GeV/n) +Cu reaction (left) and comparison of the experimental and simulated spectra
after the backgrounds subtraction (right). The backgrounds are normalized by the numbers of pairs
in the range (22, 32) MeV/c2. The selection criteria are in the figure.

Figure 10: The same as in the Fig. 9 (right figure), but for the sum of the spectra (after the
backgrounds subtraction), obtained in three experiments (indicated in the figure). The curves
indicate the interval of ± 3 standard statistical errors in the simulated data. On the right figure -
the same, but after reducing the experimental data (see the text, Eq. 6).



is a consequence of both the high thresholds applied in the experiment and the known excess of
soft photons), a statistically significant excess in the invariant mass region of about 38 MeV/c2 is
also seen.

B. No cuts. Systematic errors

To determine the effect of the applied selection criteria, the spectra presented in Figs. 4 and
9 were determined under the minimum selection conditions (including the minimum cut level for
photon opening angles in γγ pairs, which obviously leads to systematic errors in the low mass
region due to an excess of pairs with small opening angles at the event mixing). The results for
the experimental and simulated data are shown in Fig. 12.

As seen from Fig.12, the simulated data confirm the character of systematic errors. In addition,
an enhancement in the mass region of about 17 MeV/c2 is observed in the experiment, which is
absent in the model.

The same as in Fig. 12, but after cuts by the opening angle, are shown in Fig. 13.
As can be seen from Fig. 13, the position of the systematic errors noticeably changes with

increasing of the opening angle, while the position of the enhancement at about 17 MeV/c2 is
practically stable.

Conclusion

Along with π0 mesons, signals in the form of enhanced structures at invariant masses of about
17 and 38 MeV/c2 are observed in the reactions p + C → γ + γ + x, d + C → γ + γ + x and
d+Cu → γ+ γ+x at momenta 5.5 GeV/c, 2.75 GeV/c and 3.83 GeV/c per nucleon, respectively.
The results of testing of the observed signals, including the results of the Monte Carlo simulation
support the conclusion that the observed signals are the consequence of detection of the particles
with masses of about 17 and 38 MeV/c2 decaying into a pair of photons.

In view of the above many theoretical possibilities, it is of great to confirm the occurrence of
X17 at different initial conditions and from different decay channels. The decay of both channels
is in agreement with the composite picture of X17 and E38 [13], see Fig.14. The our experiment
corresponds to the decay Fig.14(a) while the ATOMKI experimental observation corresponds to
the decay by Fig.14(b).

The presented evidence of both X17 and E38, together with the earlier evidence of the E38 [3],
suggests that there are several particles in the anomalous region (the region of masses less than
the π0 mass). In particular, the possible existence of an anomaly at a mass of about 9 MeV/c2 is
also discussed [42], which is beyond the scope of this article. We only point out that there is an
indication of an enhancement in the interval of 7-10 MeV/c2 (see, for example, Fig.15), but the
conclusion about the physical nature of the observed enhancement is preliminary, since this region
can contain both noise and systematic errors, which requires further analysis.

Further, more detailed analysis of the available theoretical models and planning of new exper-
iments are needed.
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Figure 11: The ratio of experimental and simulated invariant mass spectra at the minimum levels
of energy cuts and at two levels of opening angle cuts, for the reaction d+Cu → γ + γ + x at 3.8
GeV/c per nucleon.

Figure 12: The same as in Fig. 9, but at the minimum selection conditions, for the simulated (left
figure) and experimental data (right figure) for the reaction d+Cu → γ + γ + x at 3.8 GeV/c per
nucleon. The backgrounds are normalized by the numbers of pairs in the range (21, 33) MeV/c2



Figure 13: The same as in Fig. 12, but after cuts by the opening angle: Θγγ > 7o (left figure)
and Θγγ > 10o (right figure). The backgrounds are normalized to the total pair numbers in the
spectra. The spectra after the backgrounds subtraction in the experimental and simulated data
are normalized by the numbers of pairs in the range (21, 33) MeV/c2.

Figure 14: Decay of the QED meson X into a γγ pair (a), and an e+e− pair (b).



Figure 15: Invariant mass distributions of γγ pairs from the reaction d + C → γ + γ + x at 2.75
GeV/c per nucleon under condition Θγγ > 7o in events with the number of detected photons,
Nγ = 2, without (upper panel) and with (bottom panel) the background subtraction. The top
shaded histogram shows the background contribution. The background is normalized to the total
pair number in the spectrum.



Appendix 1. Analysis of amplitude spectra in separate modules

Typical amplitude spectra with no cuts, in separate modules in the experiment are shown in
Fig. 16.

Figure 16: Amplitude spectra in separate modules in the d + Cu experiment (left figures) and
spectra from the NaI crystals doped with 241Am sources in the same modules (right figures) of the
γ-spectrometer: in the module N1 (typical spectra as examples) and in the module N12, which was
excluded from the analysis because of the poor performance. The peaks at around channel number
200 in the left figures correspond to the discriminator thresholds (which were at the level of 0.35
GeV, see the text, section IIA.). The lines are exponential approximations in different amplitude
intervals.
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